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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, presenting the approach to remotely control and 

monitor “High Voltage Module” through Personal Computer. 

A programmable voltage input is provided to the analog 

module ranging from 0 to +4.64V equals to 0 to 100% of 

rated voltage output (4Kv). Current programmability allows 

the user to set current limit, anywhere from 0 to 100% of 

maximum rated current (5mA). The buffered low impedance 

voltage and current monitor signals can drive external 

circuitry directly. The IMON and VMON signal is a true output 

current and voltage monitoring signal. High Voltage (H.V) 

power supplies are used in various applications in industry. 

The need was to control the parameter such as voltage and 

current of the unit remotely and monitor the same. ADuC841 

an embedded microcontroller with 8052 core of analog device 

is used for this application which is providing precision 

analog input and readout of the output voltages of high 

voltage module.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A low noise, low ripple high voltage supply is an essential 

requirement for any nuclear detector. In some of the 

applications the detector electronics are kept in close 

proximity with detector. in such cases the automation 

provides safety, security, less cost, enhance the life of system 

and most important thing is provide easiness of work.  

The main motive of this project was to design and develop 

microcontroller based card that will remotely control and 

monitor the high voltage analog module [1] precisely. This 

application will be useful to control high voltage supply for 

any nuclear detector which is mounted in the beam line in 

INDUS -2 at RRCAT Indore [2]. Most detectors used with 

nuclear instrumentation systems require a high voltage supply 

for operation .nuclear detector needs high voltage supply 

which should have minimum noise. Beam line area is highly 

restricted because of hazardous radiation, so through this 

application i can provide remote interfacing for the high 

voltage supply that can be controlled by personal computer. 

2. MICROCONTROLLER 
ADuC841 microcontroller [5][10] is the brain of this circuit it 

has large program memory space, with 62kBytes of flash/EE 

program memory, 8051 based architecture,  inbuilt DAC,ADC 

and it suits on the industry application. Normal 8051 based 

architecture have 40 pin but this microcontroller provides 

additional functionality with 52 Pin. it also provide 12 bit 8 

channel ADC and dual 12 bit DAC .It is fully compatible with 

8052 Core and also use 11.0958 MHz crystal frequency for 

the operation. It has additional Timer register (Timer3) which 

is used set the more accurate baud rate .this microcontroller 

has in circuit serial downloading so there is no need to remove 

microcontroller for downloading program in the circuit. 

3. SYSTEM MODEL 

3.1 High Voltage Module 
Spellman High Voltage Module converters use zero voltage 

switching power conversion topology providing exceptional 

efficiency and inherent low noise and ripple. The high voltage 

output is generated using a ferrite core high voltage step up 

transformer which feeds the output circuitry. Due to the fixed, 

high frequency conversion rate the output capacitance is 

small, resulting in minimal stored energy. Through the use of 

generously rated surge limiting resistors and a fast acting 

current loop, all units are fully arc and short circuit protected. 

 

Fig.1 High voltage module 

A voltage programming input is provided where 0 to 

+4.64Vdc equals 0 to 100% of rated voltage (4 Kv).Current 

programmability allows the user to set where the unit will 
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current limit, anywhere from 0 to 100% of maximum rated 

current (5 mA). 

This standard interface is made available via a row of 13 pins. 

 Fixed negative or positive polarity 

 Voltage and current monitor signals 

 Fully arc and short circuit protected 

 Precision +5v reference output 

 Comprehensive standard interface 

3.2 Circuit Description 
In order to provide programmable voltage VPROG and 

programmable current IPROG to the high voltage module, values 

enter from hyper terminal or graphical software. This value is 

passes to the microcontroller through serial port [7], as soon 

as microcontroller’s special function register (DACCON) is 

configure, microcontroller provide DAC [8] [11] output at pin 

9 (D0) and pin 10 (D1) of microcontroller. Circuit description 

of project is shown in figure 2.  

High voltage module has a provision is that it can accept 

programmed [8] voltage keeping the current constant or 

current can programmed keeping the voltage constant. DAC 

output VPROG and IPROG come out from D0 and D1. 

Microcontroller ADuC841 configured the DAC output range 

from 0 volt to VREF 2.5 volt. For this reason need to increase 

the value of  DAC .After that  these values from D0 and D1 

passes  to the OPAMP(Rail to Rail )IC U5A pin 3 and 5 in 

non-inverting mode and VPROG comes out at pin 1 and IPROG 

comes out at pin number 7 of the U5A.This U5A IC works as 

the voltage Doubler. Protecting high voltage module from the 

excess damage voltage, zener diode DZ2 and DZ3( 4.6 volt) 

used with zener resistance Rz1 and Rz2. This will not allow 

exceeding voltage range from 4.6 volt at the input of high 

voltage module. 

VPROG and IPROG reaches to the high voltage module (M1) pin 

6A & 5A. High voltage module works on 24 volt supply and 

gives high voltage output at pin 11 & 10.Now detector can 

connect to the out pin of high voltage module. High voltage 

module M1 provides true output monitor feedback through 

VMON and IMON at the pin 4A & 3A. The actual output voltage 

is sampled via a high impedance divider to create a voltage 

feedback signal (Vmon). A current feedback signal is created 

via a current sense resistor in the low end return of the High 

Voltage Output Circuitry (Imon).These two accurate ground 

referenced feedback signals are used to providing external 

monitoring If the feedback current is greater than input 

programmable current, then by using U7C comparator we can 

disable the high voltage module at pin 4. 

When signal transfer form circuit with high impedance to 

circuit with low input impedance then buffer is required for 

impedance matching.U4A and U7D buffer gives the solution 

of this impedance mismatching at output pin 1 and 14. 

Microcontroller is configured to read analog voltage range 

from 0 volt to the VREF 2.5 volt but VMON and IMON monitor 

can give feedback value up to 4 volt so need to half that value. 

This value can be half by using the OPAMP 4342(Rail to 

Rail) U6B and U6D signal is provided at the pin 6 and pin 13 

in inverting mode of OPAMP. This gives the negative half 

value of VMON and IMON voltage at pin 7 & 14.  

To convert this negative voltage to positive value passes to the 

U6A and U6C at pin 2 and 9 and gives positive value at the 

pin 1 & 8.This value passes to the RC filter U3A and U3B, 

then output of this filter read by the analog channel ADC0 and 

ADC1 of pin 1 & 2 of microcontroller. After that 

microcontroller pass this value to the LCD Display and 

Graphical software [12]-[14]. 

3.3 Voltage Scaling (Double) 

 

Fig. 3 Operational amplifier is in non-inverting mode. 

VO=   
                   

                  
) VIN 

Feedback resistance = forward resistance 

VO=    ) VIN 

                  VO=2 VIN 

3.4 Voltage Scaling (Half) 

 

Fig. 4 Operational amplifier is in inverting mode. 

VO=  
                 

                        
) VIN 

VO= -VIN/2 

3.5 Buffer 
Some circuits have output impedance very high (High Voltage 

module). If these circuits are coupled with another circuit of 

low input impedance (microcontroller ADuC841), the desired 

functionality of the later circuit will be drastically affected, 

because the first circuit tries to deliver large voltage to the 

second and the second invariably requires small input voltage. 

To avoid the circuit dis functionality, a buffer circuit(a circuit 

with high input/output impedance and low o/p impedance) is 

used. 
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Fig. 5 Operational amplifier is as a buffer. 

4. PROBLEM FACED 
This project needs three types of supply (+24volt, ± 12volt, 5 

volt isolation), for operating the component, so the 

compactness of this system reduced .this problem is removed 

by using the DC to DC Converter. This DC to DC converter 

takes 24 volt input and provides ± 12 volt output.24 volt is 

required for high voltage module and 12 volt is required for 

the OPAMP. 

For the testing purpose designed a prototype PCB. At the time 

of grounding the top layer for reducing the noise the area near 

HV module also considered in the same plane. Grounding 

near the HV pins started arching above 1.5kV as the spacing 

was nearby. The ground plane was removed but still the 

problem persisted for above 2kV. In the new PCB design care 

was taken by not placing the ground plane nearby HV module 

and sufficient spacing between the module and other 

components. Power lines were routed on the bottom layer 

whereas rest of tracks was routed on the top layer. 

5. EXTERNAL PRECAUTION 
High voltage module has provision to off the module by 

enabling pin low of module. If the feedback current (IMON) is 

greater than input programmable current (IPROG), then by 

using comparator circuit it be can disable. 

Optocoupler provides isolation to protect the PC from high 

voltage. Optocoupler provides isolation between two voltage 

levels. 
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